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Echoes of the Land.
With this new exhibition, Doug Purnell lures us beyond the seductive

world of the literal. For him, painting is about seeking the heart of things;
in this exhibit, focusing on the land and the human face. His profound

ability to give voice to the silences that lie beneath the surfaces, to feel his

way — and thus help us feel our way — toward the “soul,” is what marks these

paintings as exceptional. For they present the “attended” world of land- and
“facescape” to us, trusting that we will linger long enough in our looking to
let the genius of his abstrac-tion lure us to the well.

What this means is that the paintings gathered in this collection

demand more than a brief glance, here or there. They call for something
captured by the English word “gaze.” They invite a long, patient look in

order to move beyond the literal surface of land or face, and begin to see
the energies, both bright and dark, that are alive there. I imagine this is

something like reading a deep poem, one that refuses to reveal itself to
the cursory reader. Like them, such paintings unveil their truths only as

the images — like the metaphors or phrases of such a poem — begin to do
their work in the deep mind, the uncon-scious, where our dreams live. For
it is there that we come in touch with the primal rhythms of life, which is

essentially what Purnell’s paintings arise from, and in turn, seek to engage
within us.

What might happen in such a patient reception, on our part, is that we
begin to see what the surfaces hold of mystery, glimpsing something
of the energies held there and revealed little by little to those who know
to linger. Such seeing is not immediate. It takes practice. It requires an

experience of the depths within ourselves — the deep joy and pain that

reminds us of the full range of our human experience. In this case, “deep

calls to deep,” as the ancient psalmist once put it in referring to the surging

waves. As with the surging of the ocean’s depths, the land reveals its soul in
these paintings, stained as it is with sorrow and dappled with delight.

Here, then, we are in the presence of “pictures of nothing,” as the

critic William Hazlitt once said of J. M. W. Turner’s magnificent paintings
of land and sea. His words were meant to be biting, and were given the

artistic sensibilities of his age which found little use for abstraction. But in

spite of themselves his critique reveals something essential about Turner,

and several centuries later, about Purnell’s work as well: they are not about
“something,” but rather reach for an essential truth — which is “no thing” —

that beckons us into the unconscious, the very depths of our own soul. As

the artist himself puts it, he seeks in his painting to paint “in a way that sings
to the surface that which slumbers beneath it.” These paintings, whether of

the land or of the human face, are about such an awakening, not only for the

artist but for the viewer who knows that seeing is the deep work of a lifetime.
These paintings then, remind us that valuing life requires learning to
see it for what it is. They invite us to see what lies beneath the gestures

and forms that give shape to our faces and bodies. They call us to linger in

our looking, to listen for what speaks, if often silently, through what we gaze
upon — and find, often enough, that it seems to be gazing upon us. When
such resonances reveal themselves in our seeing, we find the experience

lifting us beyond the literalism that chokes our image-sated but soul-starved
culture — reminding us that we are living beings in a living world, unfinished
in every present moment, but not undesiring of our capacity to grow and
change as we dwell within it.
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Douglas Purnell OAM has painted all his adult life:
•

In the early 1990’s he completed a doctorate; the thesis titled: “Doing

Theology through Expressive Art: A Series of Paintings Informed by the
Theology of Paul Tillich.” This dissertation continues to inform his work

•

as an artist and theologian.

He has been artist in residence three times at the Henry Luce III Centre
for Arts and Religion in Washington DC, USA (1994, 1998, 2008), artist

in residence at Andover Newton Theological School, Boston Ma USA in

2002, and St Mark’s National Theological School Canberra in 2005. Each
•
•

of these residencies were accompanied by solo or group exhibitions.
He has been a Director of the Blake Society for more than 15 years.

He has curated 12 contemporary Stations of the Cross Exhibitions, in

which 15/16 leading artists are each invited to create a work in response
to a particular station. And he twice curated a similar show around the

•

•

theme: Seasons of Birth.

In 2011 he retired with a vision to paint in his studio everyday for the

next 15 plus years, working to create a ‘mature body of work’. This is the
first public showing of that work.

His work and manifesto are detailed on www.dougpurnellart.com

